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For the last 5 years, Paul Martin & Sons has worked to develop the Ninja roll crimper for cover crop 
farmers.  Our customers appreciate the simplistic design and unique features of the Ninja crimper, 
making it a reputable option in the crimper market.  With an increase in conservation minded practices 
in both organic and non-organic food production, we know that the Ninja is a viable product now and 
into the future.   

After much success with the Ninja, selling units across the United States, we are proud to announce a 
new chapter in the Ninja story.  Effective immediately, Remlinger Manufacturing located in Kalida, Ohio 
will be taking over manufacturing and marketing of the Ninja.   

We began our search of a partner to manufacture the Ninja over a year ago.  Without a major 
investment in labor and facilities, Paul Martin & Sons could not properly meet demand for our product.  
We know the Ninja has enormous potential and now thanks to this partnership with Remlinger, that 
potential will be realized.  Remlinger has over 50 years of farm equipment manufacturing experience in 
a 165,000 square foot facility.  They’re marketing footprint expands across the continental United States 
and Canada.  Without a doubt, Remlinger Manufacturing is the right company to bring the Ninja to all 
producers in North America. 

Paul Martin & Sons will continue to sell the Ninja product line as a dealership.  If you own a Ninja, any 
parts you may need can still be purchased through our dealership.  If you are interested in purchasing a 
Ninja, give us a call or shoot us an email.  Our relationship with Remlinger Manufacturing as a dealer 
extends 25+ years and now that relationship is strengthened with this agreement and our commitment 
to the Ninja product is just as strong. 

Paul Martin & Sons thanks Remlinger for their cooperation.  They have shown an eagerness to 
manufacture and market the Ninja, realizing that their potential for success is great.  We also thank our 
customers that continue to entrust us with their equipment needs.  Our small family-owned business 
will continue to be a leader in farm equipment sales and service. 

 

Doug Martin            Ted Stover 

  


